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DIMENSIONAL METALLIC SPECIFICATION
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Carbon Steel Strip UNS 9 G10500 + G10550
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REMARKS

WRDL. Tabela
CENTRALITY OF CONNECTING LOOP W/O OPENING
WIDTH, CONNECTING LOOP
LENGTH, OVERALL
WIDTH, REAR LOOP
WIDTH, LOCATION FRONT LOOP
WIDTH, REAR LOOP OPENING
WIDTH, FRONT LOOP OPENING
WIDTH, CONNECTING LOOP OPENING
FEEDWAY CLEARANCE HEIGHT
ALIGNMENT, FRONT, REAR AND CONNECTING LOOP
DIA. REAR LOOP
DIA. FRONT LOOP
DIA. CONNECTING LOOP
HEIGHT, LOCATION TAB
HEIGHT, TAB
M13 LINK

MATERIAL / HARDNESS

CART, CART., BALL
METALLIC BELT SHOP
LINK, 7.62 mm, M13
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